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Tribes Live is Channel 4's online research community, where around 350 

16-24s from across the UK share their opinions and ideas to uncover what 

life is really like growing up in the UK today. Recruited through 4OD and free-

find recruitment, our liberal but diverse community represents all 5 planning 

segments and 34 Tribes in the UK. 

Tribes Live: The festival take-over 



Festivals are massive milestones in the 
year because they're kind of a mix of 
everything great. You went on holiday 
camping? You went to a concert? You went 
to a party? You hung out with friends? A 
music festival is like all of those things 
combined into one amazing weekend! 

“ 

” 
Holly, 23, Sports Junkie, Mainstream 
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Festivals are THE big moment in the year for Tribes – for some it’s a rare time 
to gain independence, while others take the chance to explore new music on the live 
scene. Whatever the reason, festivals play a big part in the Tribes’ summer. The build-
up, the event and the legacy of a festival afterwards, all add to the adventure with 
endless experiences on offer. This month, we reflect on festival season through Tribes’ 
eyes, asking first up, why are festivals so popular?  

” 
Festivals are the one 

Festivals break routine and oust everyday stresses for Tribes, from money 
to exams and careers. Whether going to a festival with old friends or meeting 
likeminded new ones, festivals open up a completely new environment, rooted in 
good music, but built for self-discovery and self-expression. For younger Tribes it’s 
their first taste of the infamous festival culture, for older Tribes it’s the electric 
atmosphere that keeps them coming back year-on-year. 

Tribes seek an escape from everyday responsibilities and stresses and how better 
to achieve this than by packing their bags and heading off to a festival? Festivals are more 
than just the event for Tribes. They’re accessible, exciting and for first time festivalgoers, , 
offer a real sense of independence but in a relatively safe and controlled environment. For 
the care-free and often more experienced Tribes on the festival circuit, spontaneity and the 
chance for new and unknown experiences is always on offer. 

The music festival becomes everything and 
every moment in the day involves it. It’s an 
amazing way to feel independent and hang out 
and have so much fun with friends! 

Lily, 17, Nerds, Alternative 

“ 

” 

Festivals are an integral part of growing up for Tribes – they mark the transition 
from being a young, inexperienced teenager to becoming more worldly-wise, seeking 
independence and upping the Tribes’ social game. It’s their chance to upgrade from house 
parties and a night on the town to a more meaningful shared experience with the music, a 
buzzing atmosphere and friends they choose! Topping the list of what Tribes look forward to 
in the year, festivals become a rite of passage for the majority of Tribes. 

There is a lot of hype for festivals. They often 
follow a school year, or exams, which makes 
them really built up - more so than other big 
moments.  

Jasmine, 18, Creative, Leading Edge 

“ 

Ultimate social setting 

It is the biggest moment. Reading festival is 
an annual event for me and my friends, and 
there is nothing like it.  

Josh, 21, Scene Kids, Alternative 

“ 

” 

Escapism 

Rite of passage 

” 
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” 
Where there’s an opportunity for experience, Tribes will follow and 
compared to day festivals, camping festivals come up trumps for this very reason. Tent 
parties till dawn, long late night chats and the chance to see both sunsets and sunrises 
make camping festivals unique. Yes, they take more planning, but they also offer more 
experiences and so cement the festival memories for years to come.  

A city festival is more of a thing with your 
friends that you already have. It's not as 
exciting, there's nowhere near as much on 
offer and there's no escapism involved.  

Liz, 22, Townies, Mainstream 

“ 

” 
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City vs. camping 

Day festivals on the other hand, are great for spontaneity (some decide to go 
the day before), seeing specific artists, convenience, and of course, that all important 
bank balance. They by-pass the insufferable toilet queues and uncomfortable over-night 
stays of camping festivals, but they also don’t provide the rich variety and substance of 
camping festivals, only offering a very temporary escape for Tribes. 

When asked about festivals in the UK vs. abroad, the familiarity of music in the 
UK won out and so home-grown festivals were preferred for that reason. Despite this, 
festivals abroad are hugely desirable, and it’s more about experiencing a different vibe 
within that scene so music is much less of a consideration here. This doesn’t stop it being 
a hugely aspirational thing for Tribes and a future consideration, rather than an active 
plan. 

I've been to some amazing festivals in the 
US that are so different but the UK is the 
home of music festivals that's for sure.  

Sam, 24, Scenester, Leading Edge 

“ 

” 

Timi, 20, Townies, Mainstream 
BBC Radio 1’s Big Weekend: Hackney  

Kathryn, 18, Trendies, Aspirant  
Lattitude, 2014 

Tom, 18, Scene Kids, Alternative 
Riverfest, Stratford-Upon-Avon  

Eme, 21, Styler, Urban  
Wireless festival, Birmingham  
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Tribes’ favourite festivals 

Alternative 

Aspirant 

Mainstream 

Urban Leading Edge 
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The festival timeline 
1. Hype 

(before the event) 

 
Tribes have their festival  

priorities sorted and once they’ve 
confirmed the festival and the dates 
(based on price and potential for a  
great line-up), they and all friends  

are in front of their screens clicking 
refresh in a frantic bid to secure the 
tickets. Then they start saving and  

begin to look forward to those  
glorious days off work.. 

Getting online and involved  
in the festival chatter starts well  

before the festival actually begins.  
The result: guaranteeing the right 

amount of anticipation and excitement 
to get everyone hyped. By hearing about 

line-ups, entering competitions, 
watching highlights from previous  

years and seeing who else 
 is going, Tribes feel part of the  

festival before arriving.  

Buy & 

save 

Tribes prioritise ticket  
buying as the first port of call,  

but once the ticket is theirs, they’ll 
sensitively organise lifts and  

tent-shares with friends. They’ll plan 
pooled resources to make sure they’re 

not carrying unnecessary weight  
(unless it’s alcohol or snacks) and 
painstakingly work out how they’re 

possibly going to fit in every act 
they want to see.  

If I'm gonna spend that much money on the ticket, I'm 
gonna have a great time and it's not gonna be ruined by 
lack of preparation!  

Will, 20, Scenester, Leading Edge 

“ 

” 

Social media really gets the atmosphere going - you're 
excited for the festival to happen because you've seen 90 
million other people posting about it on twitter!  

Rachel, 21, Fan Girl, Mainstream 

“ 

” 

2. Information 
(before the event) 

Post-festival is a massive  
come-down for Tribes – they  

wish they were still there, but the 
immediate priorities are sleep and 
freshening up. What better way to 

get over the end of the summer  
than by starting the planning  

for next year?!  

4. Reflection 
(after the event) 

3. Documenting 
(during the event) 

 
Part of the festival experience is giving  

it legacy. Tribes re-live the event again by 
discussing the acts they saw: who surprised  

them, who let them down and who they want to 
see again. They reminisce over the atmosphere 

and have a bit of a gossip, discussing shared 
experiences for weeks to come. For those who 

were too busy enjoying the moment rather than 
posting pics online, this is when they’ll post 

 their favourite memories to Instagram or 
get their disposable cameras developed  

for a real throwback revival.  

Discussing the 
experience and 
the acts 
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Find 
friends 

Recover 
and plan 

 
Whether it’s large and iconic or small 
 and intimate, has a good line-up or is  
simply just an experience worthy of  

bragging rights, Tribes want to tell all about  
their festival fun. Those brave enough to take  

their smartphones tweet, update statuses and 
constantly Snapchat, especially when there are 

exclusive live performances of rare tracks and covers 
that might start trending. Others opt for a cheaper, 
lower quality phone to keep them in contact with 

friends, and bring disposable  cameras 
in the hope of bringing back memories 

weeks after they’ve walked out 
the gates.    

Tr ibes are meticulous 
festival planners, thinking 
of everything, from tracking 
ticket releases to arranging 
who they’ll tent-share with 
and all of this starts 
months before the event. 
Social media plays an 
integral part in this process, 
facilitating the build-up, 
dur ing the event and 
keeping the spirit alive well 
after it’s over. It’s THE place 
to find out, research, stay 
up to date, document and 
r e - l i v e t h e i r f e s t i v a l 
experiences as they join 
conversations, share stories 
(because who doesn’t like a 
humble brag!) and create 
new memories online. So 
here it is, the Tribes’ festival 
timeline, showing their 
p l a n s a n d  s o c i a l 
interactions throughout 
the festival months. 

This is vital for act and  
artist announcements as well 

 as venue need-to-knows. If the  
line-up changes, Tribes can re-plan 

their festival route in one of the 
group chats they set up earlier. 

Countdowns to the big day/ 
 weekend also maintains 

 the buzz. 

Check the line-up 
Join the 

conversation 

Capture and share in the moment 
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80% of Tribes have been 

to a music festival at least once 
 

48% of Tribes plan for a 

festival months ahead  

FESTIVALS BY NUMBERS 
Most/least talked about festivals 

Top 5 reasons why Tribes go to festivals: 

1. The music   
2. For specific artists  
3. For adventure 
4. An iconic event                              
5. To hang out 

Glastonbury - 1 in 10 Tribes are going and nearly 
half of Tribes want to go! It’s an iconic event and the 
best for adventure   

Bestival - second to Glastonbury with the most Tribes 
wanting to go 

Secret Garden Party - best for escapism and 
finding a less-well-known festival 

Into The Wild, Creamfields, Park Life and 
Lovebox - with the fewest mentions 

Reading - it has the best past attendance (1 in 4 have 
already been) but despite this, no one mentioned 
going this year 

Thumbs down for... 

- Bad weather 

- Artist scheduling 

- Fights breaking out 

- Things getting stolen 

- The toilets 

- Drunk people 

- Overpriced food & drink 

- Overcrowding 

Thumbs down for... 
- Music 

- Atmosphere 

- New experiences 

- Spending time with  friends 

- Meeting new friends 

- Independence 

- Freedom 

Thumbs up for... 
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As we have seen, festivals are a huge part of the summer for Tribes. They also 
provide an invaluable opportunity for brands that want to engage with this audience and 
get themselves noticed. Tribes love brands that get involved, and recognise that with 
brands come resources and those resources can serve to make the whole experience that 
much better BUT only if it’s done right; in fact, brands can actually do themselves harm if 
they don’t get it right. Brand credibility at festivals is all about getting into the mind-set 
of the guests, being committed, and meeting the (not unreasonable) expectations of 
Tribes. 
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To be more than just an advertisement at a festival, brands need to show evidence 
that they have considered how exactly they fit into the culture of the event. A brand that 
prides itself on being chic may fit in well at a city festival but will struggle at an eco 
festival in the country. Understanding the festival rules and blending in with the overall 
vibe whilst staying true to what the brand stands for is the key to success. Tribes will see 
through it if not and it’s easy to be put off a brand’s offering if it doesn’t fit with what they 
already know and associate with that brand.  

I love brands associating with festivals, I see it 
now as such major part of the festival experience. I 
feel that it allows you to also think about 
memories about being at that festival whilst 
having or using the brand.  Timi, 20, Townies, Mainstream 

“ 

” 

Authenticity 

Brands at festivals 

Credibility doesn’t come without having to meet expectations. On-site 
presence with banners and logos isn’t enough to convince Tribes that a brand really gets 
them. Instead, the brands that really make a mark are those that understand what’s 
important at a festival and show that they’ve really thought about how they can make 
the experience better in some way. It’s often about catering to a specific need (like 
energy bar freebies to keep people moving or phone charging stations to keep people 
connected) or tapping in to the desire for novelty (think unique pop-ups or exclusive 
experiences). What we also see is that Tribes are more accepting of brands at bigger 
festivals like Glastonbury, mainly because they’re unlikely to dominate the occasion. 
Conversely, brands at smaller festivals like WOMAD may have to dial-down their 
branding as being too obvious will jar with the Hipster attendees who prefer a more low-
key approach. Whatever a brand is providing, relevant context is the key to being 
accepted.  

Expectations 

I think brands should be willing to give away freebies or 
samples and should be suitable or link in someway to the 
experience, for example Volvic giving out water or Canon 
selling photos of the experience.   Lucy, 17, Trendies, Aspirant 

“ 

” 
Changing perceptions 

Brand sponsorship at a festival isn’t generally enough to push people into 
buying a ticket or not, (apart from the Leading Edge tribes who we know are unlikely to go 
to heavily branded events anyway.) Once people are at the event however, the way in 
which a brand behaves and presents itself is likely to impact future brand perceptions. 

I know that New Look is associated with Wireless festival 
this year (something that I am wanting to go to). 
Personally I don't like the brand New Look, but this 
doesn't change my willingness to go.  

Emma, 16, Trendies, Aspirant 

“ 

” 
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Be in-line with the festival ethos - if there’s no 
link between the branding and the festival, Tribes 
won’t look past the advertising 

Be interactive – banners and logos don’t add to or 
affect the experience and because you haven’t 
engaged Tribes, your brand is less likely to be 
remembered by them after the event  

Be useful – think about what festival-goers need 
and what will enhance their experience or will 
make their lives easier 

Be under-prepared - Tribes accept that brands have 
a role at festivals and with more variety on offer, you 
must get the brand : festival dynamic right 

Just go there looking to sell – Tribes have 
saved for months leading up to the festival and 
won’t buy into a brand just because it’s there 

Only focus on the event itself - as you can see from 
the timeline, there are plenty of opportunities to get 
involved and engage Tribes before and after the event 

Do... 

Don’t... 

Best and worst brand experiences... 

Some of the best have been Vodafone at Leeds 
festival where they offered free charging 
stations to Vodafone customers.  

Sophie, 21, New Casual, Aspirant 

“ 

” 

Best have been a photobooth at Reading 2012 as 
it was fun to get stupid photos to remember the 
weekend. And last year at V fest I was backstage 
and there was a Mahiki bar where you could get 
free cocktails - who doesn't love free cocktails?!   

Sophia, 19, Rahs, Mainstream 

“ 

” 

I went to a city festival a few years ago that offered 
Dominos pizza for like three quid each. It was a really 
long queue and when we got to the front, finally, they 
were out of pizza!...They shouldn't promise if they can't 
deliver, I mean we weren't even queuing for free pizza.  

Will, 20, Scenester, Leading Edge 

“ 

” 

The first year I worked at IOW Festival EVERYONE 
was complaining about the Strongbow tent... It was 
supposed to be the cool, hip place to hang out but it 
was as dead as a doornail.  

Becky, 22, Styler, Urban 

“ 

” 
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BRAND BIBLE FOR FESTIVALS 
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Recently the tribes have 

been talking about... Empire! 

Buzzfeed 

quizzes  

getting it  

wrong 

Autism awareness 

month 
Easter (and too  

much chocolate) 

Hoarding too 

much stuff 

E4 shutting 

down on May 7th 

Getting back on track 

with their goals  
Last-minute trips 
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Distilled insights from 

recent tasks 

Dream holiday 

RachelW on happiness- 
 
•  A good work life balance is important to Tribes but busy schedules make it 

difficult to maintain and Tribes often have to sacrifice healthy eating and 
relaxation time or exercise for more immediate responsibilities 

•  However, taking care of their skin and general health is more of a concern 
than it’s previously been for Tribes, with many agreeing that social pressure 
plays a big role in looking and feeling good 

•  Spending on health and skin products varies between £20-£50 a month for 
Tribes and includes gym memberships, facial products and organic foods -
most try to maintain a healthy and balanced diet to avoid high spending 

 
 
Exercise bunny or couch potato? – 
 
•  Exercise serves as a purpose rather than being a priority for Tribes, now the 

once easy access to societies and sports in school isn’t as immediate – most 
Tribes have left education and other priorities take the lead  

•  Saying this, Tribes are involved in a mix of exercise routines and clubs, 
enjoying both non-competitive and team sports – routine exercise that suits 
their lifestyle is most convenient 

•  Unaffordability is the primary reason for not joining a society/club/gym – 
Tribes want compatible pricing, a social focus over competitiveness and 
accepting communities where all abilities are welcome 

Life goals – 
 
•  Tribes have very clear life goals, which focus on investing more in day-to-

day hobbies or passions in the short-term and striving for bigger life 
changes (education, career, finance and family) in the long-term 

•  Owning their own home is one of the biggest life goals for Tribes and 
property location (for socialising and commuting) is prioritised over space. 
They do recognise however, that space will be a a bigger consideration in 
the future when they start families  

•  Tribes aren’t dismissing any life goals – even those that seem the most 
unachievable like getting a mortgage are still on Tribes’ longer list, even if 
they believe they may never earn enough to afford one 

Which apps are you using? - 
 
•  Tribes are using multiple apps multiple times a day – favourites are 

considered must-have, are the most-used and are primarily social media 
apps including Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter   

•  App downloads tend to centre on hobbies (for eg. entertainment with 40D 
or YouTube), practicality (like the ‘Gojimo’ revision app or ‘Keep’ for notes 
and syncing accounts) or are upgrades on previous apps to keep them 
connected  

•  Impulse downloads, often driven by free apps, get little use and aren’t 
important in day-to-day life for Tribes. They do however, like to know there is 
something out there that can meet their needs, whatever it may be 
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Distilled insights from 

recent tasks 

Dream holiday 

For more information  

visit www.uktribes.com 

London Fashion Week – who’s getting it right? - 
 
•  Tribes look to fashion-forward and on-trend celebrities (for eg. Kendall 

Jenner, Eddie Redmayne and Olivia Palermo) who they feel are easy to 
relate to and have great variety in their style for fashion inspiration  

•  Tribes believe vintage looks from eras gone by are set for a revival in 2015, 
as prints, block pastels, bohemian and renascence continue to influence the 
London Fashion Week catwalk and the high street 

•  Tribes are championing diversity and equality in fashion generally and on 
the London Fashion Week catwalk - they want relatable celebrities 
representing people of all ages, heights and weights 

Which music videos are you loving? -  
 
•  Tribes aren’t just watching the latest releases- older videos or those that get 

people talking like Sia’s Elastic Heart make for genuinely good viewing for 
Tribes because they open up conversations 

•  Various media, word of mouth recommendations or an artist releasing new 
material are the main ways to discover new music for Tribes;  they often 
discover new bands and festivals through these channels too 

•  Sharing music videos is varied among Tribes – some share directly on social 
media, but more share through direct messages. Just as word of mouth is a 
big thing for hearing about new music, it is also a likely way to discover new 
music videos 



Thanks for reading... 


